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ĐỀ THI GIỮA HỌC KÌ 1 LỚP 11 NĂM 2021

MÔN TIẾNG ANH

Đề thi giữa học kì 1 Tiếng Anh 11 - Đề 1

Choose the letter A, B , C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is

pronounced differently from that of the rest of the following questions

1. A. looked B. finished C. defeated D. developed

2. A. studies B. plays C. concerns D. dates

Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the rest

3. A. working B. reader C. couple D. attract

4. A. curfew B. respect C. forbid D. impose

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D

5. We ____ go to work by car. Sky train is a wise choice during rush hour.

A. ought to B. mustn't C. shouldn't D. have to

6. Due to financial conflict over years, they decided to get ____.

A. divorced B. engaged C. married D. proposed

7. It's time I ____ and raised a family.

A. carried on B. grew up C. settled down D. worked out

8. I have a ____ on a classmate who is very near and dear to me.

A. crush B. desire C. flame D. passion
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9. ____ dating involves couples going out together. It gives you the chance to see how your

date interacts with other people.

A. Blind B. Group C. Online D. Speed

10. These watermelons were ____ sweet.

A. excepting B. exception C. exceptional D. exceptionally

11. Nicole grew ____ from the hours of overtime at work. It became quite ____ that she

needed a long vacation.

A. tired/obvious B. tired/obviously C. tiredly/obvious D. tiredly/obviously

12. It was essential for him to be financially ____ of his parents, so he decided to find a part-

time job.

A. dependent B. independent C. dependable D. undependable

13. Thanks to many investors, my dream to set up my own trading company came ____.

A. exactly B. real C. right D. true

14. ____ communication skill plays an important role in career success.

A. Personal B. Individual C. Interpersonal D. Interactive

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each

of the numbered blanks.

Nowadays, many parents are worried about their children getting involved (15) ______

romantic relationships. From 16 to 19 years of age, many teenagers (16) _____ a lot of time

thinking or taking about being in a relationship. Young people learn how to form safe and

healthy relationships with friends, parents, teachers and romantic partners. This can prepare

them for adult life. (17) _______, parents should not oppose their relationships.
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The young people should not be afraid to talk to their parents about their feelings. This can

help them feel (18) _______ to discuss their relationships in the future. Most parents are

always willing to lend an ear to what their children are saying. This is even more important

when young people (19) _______ break-ups or broken hearts. They need a shoulder to cry on

and a sympathetic ear.

15. A. on B. in C. with D. of

16. A. take B. use C. spend D. experience

17. A. Therefore B. However C. Because D. Additionally

18. A. uncomfortable B. confused C. nervous D. confident

19. A. suffer B. overcome C. affect D. subject

Read the passage below and choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct

answer to each question.

What’s the problem with British teenagers? Many British newspapers and TV programmes

are asking this question at the moment. A lot of people are saying that there are problems

with teenagers at school, on the streets and in their homes. Why? What, or who, is

responsible for these problems? A recent BBC television series explores these questions. It's

called 'The world's strictest parents'. Is that because British parents are very strict? Just the

opposite, it seems. The director of the programme, Andrea Wiseman, explains why they are

making it. She thinks that in the United Kingdom teenagers pay no attention to adults. They

don't want to do well at school. They think they can do what they like and they are only

interested in new fashions and Hollywood celebrities. Why are British teenagers like this?

Wiseman says it's because their parents give their children everything they can. But they give

their children no limits, no rules, no discipline because they want their children to be 'free'.

They don't tell their children to work hard because they don't want their kids to have any

stress. The problem with this is that parents give their sons and daughters no cultural values.

When a teenager does something bad and their parents say something, the teenagers

immediately say: 'My parents are really strict’ or 'My parents aren't fair'. So what happens in
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the TV programme? Some problematic British teenagers go and live with parents in different

parts of the world. They live with families that believe in traditional discipline and cultural

values. In Ghana, Jamaica, Botswana and the Southern US state of Alabama, the teenagers

have the experience of living with parents who want and expect good behaviour and hard

work. The results are interesting. In the end, the British teenagers seem to prefer having strict

parents!

20. Which of the following is not TRUE about British teenagers according to Wiseman?

A. They think that they have freedom to do anything they like.

B. They show their interest in new fashions.

C. They pay much attention to their parents.

D. They don't want to do well at school.

21. The word “explores” in the passage is closest in meaning to _______.

A. invents B. investigates C. looks D. gives

22. In Wiseman's opinion, British parents _______.

A. are very strict

B. always ask their children to work hard

C. try to teach their children cultural values

D. don't give their kids discipline and rules

23. Which of the following is TRUE according to the passage?

A. An experiment on TV shows that British teenagers seem to dislike having strict parents.

B. Andrea Wiseman is one of the British teenagers participating in the program called 'The

world's strictest parents'.
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C. It seems that British parents don't like being strict because they want their sons and

daughters to have freedom.

D. British teenagers think that their parents are very strict, so they always try to do

everything as well as possible.

24. The word “celebrities” in the passage is closest in meaning to _______.

A. famous people B. talented people

C. rich people D. good people

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

25. I'm totally exhausted after having finished successive assignments in only a week.

A. jobs B. works C. exercises D. problems

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

26. The maintenance of this company is dependent on international investment.

A. affective B. self-reliant C. self-restricted D. reliant

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct response to each of the following

exchanges

27. “How often do you have your teeth checked?” – “____”

A. Two months.

B. Not much.

C. Rarely.

D. They're checked carefully.

28. "You look very pretty in this dress." – “____”
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A. It's so nice of you to say that. B. Yes, it is fairly expensive.

C. I see what you mean. D. Thanks for your wish.

29. “When will our factory be expanded?” – “____”

A. It was expanded in 1996. B. It depends on our director's decision.

C. I didn't hear about it. D. That's good news.

30. Dr. Jonas can see you next Thursday. Do you prefer morning or afternoon?

A. That would be fine. B. Morning is best for me.

C. I am looking forward to seeing you. D. Thank you very much.

Rewrite the following sentences beginning with the words given.

31. It isn't necessary for you to book the tickets in advance.

→ You __________________________________________.

32. He first met his wife when they were both working in Ha Noi.

→ It was when ____________________________________.

33. His parents are willing to listen sympathetically to him when he gets trouble.

→ His parents are willing to lend ______________________.

34. You mustn't use mobile phones in the examination room.

→ You are ________________________________________.

35. It is better for parents to take time to understand their children.

→ Parents had _____________________________________.

Listen and choose the correct answer.
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36. Where is Katia from?

A. England B. Mexico C. America

37. When would Katia lend money?

A. Anytime B. In an emergency C. Never

38. How does Paul feel about lending money to friends?

A. It's no big deal. B. He enjoys doing it. C. He is a little nervous about it.

39. What did his friend do?

A. He bought a car B. He lent Paul money C. He lost his car

40. Who would they both prefer to ask money?

A. Friends B. Family C. A bank

Đáp án đề thi giữa học kì 1 Tiếng Anh 11 - Đề 1

Choose the letter A, B , C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is

pronounced differently from that of the rest of the following questions

1. C

2. D

Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the rest

3. D

4. A

Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D

5. C 6. A 7. C 8. A 9. B
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10. D 11. A 12. B 13. D 14. C

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each

of the numbered blanks.

15. B 16. C 17. A 18. D 19. A

Read the passage below and choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct

answer to each question.

20. C 21. B 22. D 23. C 24. A

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

25. C

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

26. B

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct response to each of the following

exchanges

27. D 28. A 29. B 30. B

Rewrite the following sentences beginning with the words given.

31. You don’t have to block the tickets in advance

32. It was when they were both working in Hanoi that he first met his wife

33. His parents are willing to lend an ear to him when he gets trouble

34. You are not allowed to use mobile phones in the examination room
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35. Parents had better take time to understand their children

Listen and choose the correct answer.

36. B 37. B 38. C 39. A 40. B

Đề thi Tiếng Anh 11 giữa học kì 1 - Đề 2

A. LISTENING (2.5 p)

Part 1: You will hear 5 short conversations. You will hear each conversation twice.

There is one question for each conversation. Write the correct answer onto your answer

sheet.

Part 2. Listen to some information about a bus station and complete the notes

City Bus Tour

Bus Tour depart: Every (6)_____________ minutes

Last tour departs at: (7)_____________
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Ticket prices: Adults: £10 Children: £(8)_____________

Buy tickets from: The tour bus (9)_____________

Bus leave from: The (10)_____________Hall

B. GRAMMAR-VOCABULARY AND LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS. (2.5 p)

11. When they finished singing, the my friend blew _______ the candles on the cake.

A. off

B. out

C. up

D. of

12. Do you enjoy_______ cartoons?

A. watching

B. to watch

C. watch

D. watched

13. They want_______ by air because it is much faster than other means of transport.

A. travel

B. travelling

C. travelled

D. to travel
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14. Mr. Tu usually _____ to work by motorbike , but yesterday he went by bus because of

the

heavy rain.

A. has gone

B. go

C. goes

D. had gone

15. Today, they are on their wedding _________.

A. decoration

B. anniversary

C. cake

D. clothes

16. The little boy expects _______ to Disneyland Park on his birthday.

A. to take

B. to be taking

C. to be taken

D. taking

17. Tony: “ Would you like to have a drink after school, Barbara?” - Barbara: _______

A. Yes, I’d love to

B. No, I don’t like

C. Yes, I do
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D. I’m glad you like it

18. His most memorable experience _______ 2 years ago.

A. was happening

B. happened

C. to happen

D. happening

19. By the time he came home, all his guests _________ .

A. have already left

B. had already left

C. were already leaving

D. already left

20. They organized a party in ______of the year's successes

A. ceremony

B. memory

C. honor

D. celebration

C. READING (2.5p)

Part 1. Choose the correct answer
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Part 2. Read the passage and choose the correct answer

PREPARING A DINNER PARTY

Giving a dinner party is a wonderful way of entertain people. You can also make new friends

and give others the chance to get to know each other better.

It needs planning, though. First, make a guest list, with different kinds of people and a

mixture of

women and men. Don’t invite couples because they aren’t so much fun.

When you know who can come, find out what they like to eat and drink. Note down any who

are

vegetarians, or who can’t eat or drink certain things for religious seasons.
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Then plan their menu. Include a first course, a choice of main courses and a dessert, plus lots

of people’s favorite drinks.

The next thing to do is the shopping. Make sure buy more than enough of everything, and

that

someone can help you carry it!

On the day, start cooking early. Give people appetizers like Greek mezzo or Spanish tapas, so

they don’t get hungry if they have to wait. Serve the delicious meal, sit down with your

guests and have a good time – you’ve earned it!

26. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as the purpose of giving a dinner party?

A. to entertain people.

B. to get people to know more about their host and hostess.

C. to make new friends.

D. to help people to know each other better.

27. When giving a dinner party, you should NOT invite _______.

A. husbands and wives.

B. those who are vegetarians.

C. both women and men.

D. those who can’t eat or drink certain things.

28. The menu should include these EXCEPT _______.

A. a first course

B. a supper

C. a dessert
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D. main courses

29. According to the passage, starters should be served _______.

A. because the guests want to have a good time together

B. because the guests like eating them

C. because the guests want to eat them while having to wait

D. because the guests may be hungry while having to wait

30. What should you do while the guests are having their evening meal?

A. Stand beside the guests without doing anything.

B. Sit down with the guests to show your politeness.

C. Sit down with the guests and have a good time.

D. Only serve the guests with the food.

D. WRITING (2.5p)

I. Rewrite the sentences without changing the meaning (0.5p)

31. The monitor told Judy to give him her homework.

The monitor made______________________________________________.

32. The children talked about their coming exam. (WH- question)

____________________________________________________.

33. They had a good meal and then went to dance.

After they ___________________________________________________.

34. First she called her family and then she went to sleep.
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Before ___________________________________________________.

II. Imagine you are Minh. You are going to have a birthday party next weekend. In 80-

100 words, write a letter to invite Jack, one of your classmates, to come to your party. Your

letter should include the following information:

Time and place of the party

Food and drinks

Activities
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